Citibank announced the results of the first campaign in 2006 for its credit card customers “Give an island to the one you love”. The campaign was held from February 1 to March 20 and represented the first of a number of large-scale special promotions in 2006. All in all, 106 people became finalists.

The principal prize, a romantic trip to Couzin Island (the Seychelles) for two was presented to two winners from Moscow. The other four finalists were awarded a romantic dinner in "Baltschug Kempinski Moscow". The other one hundred winners in the campaign received certificates for two-year free additional supplementary Citibank Credit Cards.

The awards ceremony was held in the new Citibank Branch in Novoslobodskaya Street. Selim Ergoz, Citibank Russia Credit Card Business Head said: "We are happy to see the continuous growth of the number of Citibank campaign participants. It proves that the customers actively use our products and services. Citibank's offering includes possibilities to extend one's financial boundaries, and receive unique prizes, such as, for example, a remarkable trip to a magnificent island."

The names of the first six winners in the "Give an island to the one you love" campaign are:

- Arkadiy Prasolov, Moscow;
- Alexei Fedorov, Moscow;
- Igor Dulov, St-Petersburg;
- Dmitry Maximenkov, Moscow;
- Alexei Nepsha, Moscow;
- winner from Saint-Petersburg who wished to remain unknown.

Names of 100 Credit Card holders who won certificates for two-year free annual fee for their supplementary Citibank Credit Cards:

1. ARTYUKH VLADIMIR VASILEVICH, Moscow
2. BABKIN DMITRIY NIKOLAEVICH, Moscow
3. BAZHENOV ALEKSANDR VADIMOVIICH, Moscow
4. BEREZIN IGOR LVOVICH, St.Petersburg
5. BOGDANOVI VTIMARID MISTRIEVICH, Moscow
6. BRATANICH VLADISLAV VASILEVICH, Moscow
7. BULANOV KONSTANTIN VYACHESLAVOVICH, Moscow
8. BYCHENKO ANDREY VLADIMIROVICH, Moscow
9. VARAVIN ALEKSEY GENNADEVICH, Moscow
10. VOEOVIN DMITRIY EVGENIEVICH, Moscow
11. GEORGIEV GEORGIY MLadenovIICH, Moscow
12. GALKI MikhAIL ANATOLEVICH, Moscow
13. GAREEV AYDAR RIFOVICH, Moscow
14. GLUKHOV MAKSIM VLADIMIROVICH, Moscow
15. GONCHAROV DMITRIY NIKOLA EVICH, Moscow
16. DEMEKHIN ANDREY YUREVICH, Moscow
17. DOLLEZHAL EKATERINA ALEKSANDROVNA, Moscow
18. EPIFANOVA ANTON VALEREVICH, St.Petersburg
19. EREMIN ALEKSEY ANDREEVICH, Moscow
20. ERMakov GRIGORIY ALEKSEEVICH, Moscow
21. ZHIZDYUK DMITRIY ALEKSANDROVICH, Moscow
22. ZHUKOVA ANZHELKA Gennaevna, Moscow
23. ZAKHvatkin KIRILL MIKHAYLOVICH, Moscow
24. ZVEREV VITALIY LVOVICH, Moscow
25. ZELENKOV ANDREY ANATOLEVICH, Moscow
26. ZUENKO ALEKSEY OLEGovich, Moscow
27. INOZEMTSEV SERGEY YUREVICH, Moscow
28. IOLOVICH ALEKSEY ARKADEVICH, Moscow
29. KARPOVA TATYANA VIKTOROVNA, Moscow
30. KATRICH ALEKSEY SERGEEVICH, Moscow
31. KAUZOV ANDREY VADIMOVICH, St.Petersburg
32. KATSALOV VACHAKAN PAVLOVICH, Moscow
33. KECHKO ALEKSEY NIKOLAevICH, Moscow
34. KIRILENKO OLEG VLADIMIROVICH, St.Petersburg
35. KOZLOV PETR ALEKSANDROVICH, Moscow
36. KOMLEV EVGENIY NIKOLAevICH, Moscow
37. KOMOV ALEKSANDR ALEKSANDROVICH, St.Petersburg
38. KORNILOVICH EVGENIY MIKHAYLOVICH, Moscow
39. KOSMODEMYANSKIY LEONID VLADIMIROVICH, Moscow
40. KOSTYUCHENKO DMITRIY ALEKSANDROVICH, Moscow
41. KRUPENYA EVGENIY ALEKSANDROVICH, Moscow
42. KROTOVA TATYANA BORISOVNA, Moscow
43. KRYLOV OLEG VIKTOROVICH, Moscow
44. KUDRYAVTSEV ANDREY ANATOLEVICH, St.Petersburg
45. KUDRYAVTSEV VLADIMIR VIKTOROVICH, St.Petersburg
46. KUZNETSOV IGOR KIMOvICH, Moscow
47. KUSTOVA EKATERINA ALEKSANDROVNA, Moscow
48. KUTASOV VALENTIN NIKOLAevICH, Moscow
49. LI IGOR VASILEVICH, St.Petersburg
50. LOSCHITS VALERIY NIKOLAevICH, Moscow
51. LYSKOV ANDREY VIKTOROVICH, Moscow
52. MAYOROVA ELENA VALEREVNA, Moscow
53. MAKSIMOV MIKHAIL BORISOvICH, Moscow
54. MARTYNOV OLEG VLADIMIROvICH, Moscow
55. MILRUD VLADIMIR RAKHMILEVICH, Moscow
56. MINAEVA TATYANA VYACHESLAVOVNA, Moscow
57. MISKEVICH IVAN BORISOvICH, Moscow
58. MONAKHOV NIKITA ANDREEVICH, Moscow
59. MORDASOVA OLGA VLADIMIROvNA, Moscow
60. NADYSEV OLEG NIKOLAevICH, Moscow
61. NIKITIN ALEKSANDR VLADIMIROvICH, Moscow
62. NIKITIN ALEKSEY VALEREVICH, Moscow
63. NIKIFOROV VLADIMIR VASILEVICH, Moscow
64. NIKULIN SERGEY VIKTOROVICH, Moscow
65. NIKULINA OLGA SERGEEVNA, Moscow
66. NOVIKOV PETR SERGEEVICH, Moscow
67. TELMAN TOFIK OGLY, Moscow
68. OZEROV OLEG VALEREVICH, Moscow
69. PASECHNIK IGOR NIKOLAЕVICH, Moscow
70. PERMYAKOV ANDREY LVOVICH, Moscow
71. POLYAKOV GEORGIY GLEBOVICH, Moscow
72. PRESNYAKOV SERGEY VLADIMIROVICH, Moscow
73. RAGIN FEDOR VLADIMIROVICH, St.Petersburg
74. RAGUZIN EVGENIY VLADIMIROVICH, Moscow
75. ROZHKOV IVAN ANATOLEVICH, Moscow
76. ROMANOVSКIY DMITRIY ANATOLEVICH, St.Petersburg
77. RYBITVA SERGEY FEDOROVICH, Moscow
78. SAKOV IGOR VALENTINOVICH, Moscow
79. SEMENOВ IGOR VLADIMIROVICH, St.Petersburg
80. SEMENOVA ELENA MIKHAYLOVNA, Moscow
81. SNEGIREV ANDREY VLADIMIROVICH, St.Petersburg
82. SOKOLOL STEПAN STEПANOВICH, Moscow
83. SOLOВEV SERGEY YUREVICH, Moscow
84. STENIN ALEKSANDR VALEREVICH, St.Petersburg
85. STRELENKO SERGEY YUREVICH, St.Petersburg
86. STRELNIKOV GRIGORIY VALEREVICH, Moscow
87. SULTANOV MARAT YUSUFОVICH, Moscow
88. TARASOV DMITRIY GЕNNADEVICH, Moscow
89. TUPITSYN ALEKSEY VALEREVICH, Moscow
90. URBAN ANDREY ALEKSANDROVICH, Moscow
91. FEDORОVA MARINA EDUARDОVNA, Moscow
92. FEDOSEEV EvGENIY ANATOLEVICH, Moscow
93. FEOKТИSTOV VIKTOR VLADIMIROVICH, Moscow
94. KHAKIMOV TIMUR AMFALEVICH, Moscow
95. KHAУSTOV DMITRIY ALEKSANDROVICH, Moscow
96. CHAKOV SERGEY ANATOLEVICH, Moscow
97. CHEBOTOV MAKSIM VIKTOROVICH, St.Petersburg
98. SHAKHNAZARYAN KAREN GEORGEVICH, Moscow
99. SCHEDROV OLEG IVANOVICH, Moscow
100. YANKOVSKIY NIKOLAY EVGENIEVICH, Moscow